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Problems concerning embedding trees in lattice-graph or Euclidean spaces are considered. A 
tree is defined to be ‘almost-embeddable’ in a lattice-graph if a sequence derived from the dis- 
tance degree sequence of the lattice-graph and a corresponding sequence for the tree satisfy a 
specified inequality. This inequality is such that every tree that is embeddable in the lattice-graph 
is in the set of almost-embeddable trees. For Euclidean space embeddings the lattice-graph 
sequence is replaced by a sequence defined in terms of sphere packing numbers. This work has 
two practical objectives: Firstly, to furnish a framework within which intuitive chemical and 
physical notions about embedding spaces can be made explicit and self-consistent. Secondly, to 
obtain useable criteria which will exclude from statistical mechanical averaging procedures those 
molecular species which are inconsistent with a postulated embedding space. The inequality 
proposed here meets these objectives for molecular trees and its implications for chemical and 
physical theory are discussed in some detail. 
1. Introduction 
By a molecular graph we mean a model for a molecule in which atoms (or molecular 
subunits) are represented by points and chemical bonds by lines. Of special interest 
are those graphs which are trees in which no point has degree greater than some 
fixed value f. Such trees are called f-trees. For example, the case f =4 corresponds 
to the carbon skeleton graphs of the alkanes (CnH2n+2 ), a family of molecular graphs 
which offers a paradigm for Chemistry [7]. A tree will be called maximal or minimal 
accordingly as it has the greatest or least order among some specified class of trees, 
where the order of a graph is its number of points. 
In statistical mechanical theories, molecular graphs are often assumed to be em- 
bedded in some space [ 191. Such a space may be, for example, (i) a lattice-graph (see 
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section 3) or (ii) some Euclidean space. A graph G is considered embeddable in a 
lattice-graph, if the points of G can be mapped l-l into the points of the lattice- 
graph such that adjacency is preserved (see Section 4). In the Euclidean case, geo- 
metric characteristics such as volume and length are associated with the points and 
lines, respectively, of the molecular graph and various types of embeddings are 
defined in terms of geometric constraints (see Section 7). 
In this paper we shall examine the relation between extremality (maximality and 
minimality) of f-trees and the constraints imposed by some embedding spaces. We 
also consider the as yet unsolved problem of characterising those trees which can be 
embedded in a given lattice-graph or Euclidean space. The constraints which arise in 
this context are usually interpreted by chemists as so called ‘steric effects’ and 
deemed by them to preclude the existence of certain molecules in the sense that 
spatial requirements force some atoms into close proximity so that the resulting 
structure has high energy and (i) is not easy to synthesise or (ii) has a vanishing prob- 
ability of being detected among some equilibrium distribution of molecules. 
There are two statistical mechanical aspects of this problem. Firstly, can the mole- 
cular graph be embedded at all in the space assumed? (The energetic problem.) 
Secondly, if it can be embedded, in how many ways can this be done? (The entropic 
problem.) However, these statements are oversimplified. Physically there is no 
sharp ‘cut-off’ point associated with the existence of molecules. A molecule is con- 
sidered more or less difficult to form as its energy is high or low respectively and this 
depends on the extent to which it violates the constraints imposed by an assumed 
embedding space. Furthermore, different embeddings of a molecular graph may be 
associated with different energies and so cannot be considered to occur with equal 
frequency. We nevertheless contend that by a suitable choice of the embedding 
space, the energetic problem in statistical mechanical theories may be usefully 
modelled by eliminating from consideration those molecular graphs that cannot be 
embedded in the chosen space. Once this is done one can consider all embeddable 
molecular graphs as equally probable to occur. Such an approach essentially inter- 
polates between theories which on the one hand attempt to estimate the energy of a 
molecule on the basis of a wealth of detail assumed for the embedding space (see 
e.g. [18]), much of which is far in excess of what can be genuinely supported from 
observation: And on the other hand, theories which, like the cascade treatment of 
polymer statistics (see e.g. [15] and references therein), neglect the influence of an em- 
bedding space almost entirely and allow the distribution of molecular graphs (f-trees) 
to extend over species which cannot be embedded in any lattice other than a Bethe 
lattice [6; $5.71. The latter situation leads to a ‘Malthusian packing paradox’ 
[ 13; $51. Specifically, Malthus predicted that poverty and hardship are unavoidable 
because population increased geometrically whereas the food supply increased only 
in arithmetic progression. Here, molecularf-trees would be included which although 
embeddable in a Bethe lattice would not be realisable in any physical space because 
the volume required to accommodate the corresponding molecules would be greater 
than the space available [ 14; 4.21. 
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In addition to our chemical motivation, it appears worthwhile in its own right to 
pursue the graph theoretical study of f-tree extremality as a function of f, the 
diameter m of the tree (a parameter frequently more relevant in chemistry than order 
[11,20]), and the imposed embedding space constraints. In this paper the trees 
themselves are otherwise unrestricted. Elsewhere, trees with additional specified 
properties are considered [171. 
2. Unconstrained extremalf-trees 
The following, straightforward, results pertain to f-trees which are free from em- 
bedding and structural constraints. 
Clearly, the unique minimal order f-tree having diameter m has order m + 1 and is 
realised by the path of length m. 
An f-tree is called proper if it has at least one point of degree f. 
Result 2.1. A minimal proper f-tree having diameter m 2 2 has order m +f - 1 and 
there are L+rnJ distinct such trees, where Lx] denotes the greatest integer less than 
or equal to x. 
Result 2.2. The unique maximal order f-tree having diameter m has order n = 
(2-k(f-1)9/(2-f),s, =k(f-l)‘-‘pointsofdegreel,~~ =(2-k(f-l)‘-‘)/(2-f) 
points of degree f, and s1 + sf = n, where t = rim], ([xl denotes the least integer 
greater than or equal to x), and k = f tf m is even or k = 2 if m is odd. 
Proof. For diameter m = 2t, the largest number of points is realised by the f-tree 
obtained by starting at level zero with a point x0 and adjoining to it at level one the 
maximum number f of neighbors allowable. At level two of generation each of these 
points is given f - 1 new neighbors and this process is repeated for t levels of genera- 
tion so that the resulting f-tree has, center x0, diameter m = 2t, and order 
For diameter m = 2 t - 1, the analogous f-tree is started at a pair of adjacent points 
which will be the bicenter of each of the subtrees constructed at each step of the 
generation process. A maximum number f - 1 of neighbors are adjointed to each of 
the bicenter points. Continuing in this manner, each subsequent stage of generation 
yields a maximal f-tree. If the process is carried over t- 1 levels of generation the 
resulting f-tree has diameter 2t- 1 and order 
2+2(f-1)+2(f-1)z+..*+2(f-1)‘P1= 
2 - 2(f- 1)’ 
2-f * 
The above f-trees are clearly unique and have (2 - k(f- 1)‘)/(2 -f) points of 
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degree f, where k = f if m is even and k = 2 if m is odd. The remaining 
2 - k(f - 1)’ 2-k(f-l)‘-’ 
2-f - 2-f 
= k(f - l)‘-’ 
points are each of degree 1. 0 
3. Distance degree and reach sequences 
The distance between two points in a graph G is the number of lines in a shortest 
path of G connecting the two points. Given that G is connected and a is a point in G, 
let dOj denote the number of points in G that are at distance j from a. Then the 
sequence 
D(G~)=(&~d~t, ***,daj, *..) 
is called the distance degree sequence of G based at a, or more succinctly the d-degree 
sequence at a. 
Clearly d,, = 1 and d,, = degree of a. For most graphs the sequence D(G,) depends 
on the choice of the base point a. Among the examples for which this is not the case 
are the lattice-graphs. We have a special interest in these graphs since they are 
frequently useful as embedding spaces in physical and chemical theories (see [8,19]). 
Lattice-graphs are described by Essam and Fisher in a series of definitions [6; §2.29- 
2.381. We use the term here in the sense of their ‘regular infinite lattice-graph of co- 
ordination number q’ [6; 52.371. Thus, for our purpose a lattice-graph is limited to 
an infinite order q-regular graph for which all points are equivalent under trans- 
lations, reflections, and rotations in Euclidean space. We do not include the Bethe 
lattices [6; $5.71 for the reason we have noted in our Introduction. In view of these 
remarks we may properly refer to the d-degree sequence of a lattice-graph L and 
denote this sequence by D(L). In Table 1 we display d-degree sequences for some 
lattice-graphs which have found application as embedding spaces [8,19]. 
We shall now define some other sequences derived from d-degree sequences that 
will simplify the statements of the results that follow. For this purpose, let L denote 
a lattice-graph having d-degree sequence D(L) = (Do, D1, . . . , Dj, . . . ). Then define: 
R,(L)= (..., c D;, . ..) 
where 
tsy 
q”=(j) ifj=O, 1; 
and for jz2 
.Y”={j, j-l, j-2, . . . . 1) 
if L contains a circuit of odd length, and 
YL ={j, j-2, j-4, . . . . 1 +Mod,(j+l)} 
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Table 1 
Distance degree sequences for some lattice-graphs 
2-regular: 
3-regular: 
4-regular: 
6-regular: 
Infinite path, P, 
II = (1,2,2, . ..) 
Hexagonal or Brickwall, H 
D(H)=(1,3,6,9,12 ,... )=(1,3j;j=l,2 ,...) 
Square, S 
D(S)=(1,4,8,12,16 ,... )=(1,4j;j=l,2 ,...) 
Tetrahedral or Diamond, D 
D(D)=(l,4,12,24,42,64 ,... )=(1,L+(5jz+4)J;j=1,2 ,...) 
Triangular, A 
D(A)=(l,6,12,18,24 ,... )=(1,6j;j=l,2 ,...) 
Cubic, C 
D(C)=(1,6,18,38 ,... )=(1,4j2+2;j=l,2 ,...) 
if L does not contain a circuit of odd length. We call R,(L) the Reach sequence for L. 
The introduction of this sequence is motivated by the fact that for the square, tri- 
angular, and cubic lattice-graphs the number C. rpy~ Di is equal to the number Nj of 
points of L that can be reached from some fixed point in L by a non self-intersecting 
path of lengthj. For other lattices Nj is always bounded by Cj65~ Q. In particular, 
for the hexagonal and diamond lattice-graphs CiEy~ 0; is only slightly greater than 
Nj for a few small values of j and equal to Nj thereafter. For our purposes it is both 
convenient and sufficient to work with R,(L). 
For any tree, a specified d-degree sequence inevitably depends on the base point 
chosen. For a given lattice-graph L with sets .yL as defined above, and a tree T with 
aETandD(TO)=(d,o,dOl ,..., dOj ,... ), we define RL(T,), the Reach sequence of T 
based at a as follows: 
RLK) = 
( 
ho, da,> . . . . c da;, . ..). 
i..y 
and from this we associate with T a unique sequence which is independent of a base 
point in T. Specifically, let 
We call MR,(T) the Maximum Reach sequence for T (relative to L). 
Although RL(T,) and IWRL(T) are defined relative to a specified lattice-graph L, 
they in fact depend only on whether L does or does not contain an odd circuit. 
Accordingly, we shall denote by R,(T,) and R,(T,) the Reach sequences for T, for 
odd and even lattice-graphs respectively. Similarly, MR,(T) and MR,(T) shall 
denote, respectively, the odd and even Maximum Reach sequences for T. As an illus- 
tration we give the following examples for maximal order f-trees of diameter m 
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(cf. Result 2.2). 
If m = 6 and f = 4, then 
MR,(T)=(1,4,16,(52)“) and MR,(T)=(1,4,12,(40,39)“); 
and if m = 9 and f = 3, then 
MR,(T)=(1,3,9,21,45,(61Y’) and MR,(T)=(1,3,6,15,(30,31)m), 
where (sY and (r,sY denote that, respectively, s and the pair r,s are repeated con- 
secutively for the remainder of the sequence. 
In general we have the following result. 
Result 3.1. The maximal order f-tree T of diameter m = 2j or 2j+ 1 has Maximal 
Reach sequences (j = L+m]): f f_2((f-1)‘-1): t=l,2, . . . . j 
f .m 
(f-l)JMod2(m)+f_2((f-l)‘-l) 
>> 
and 
MR,(T)= (1, (Mod,(t)+ (5)((f-I)‘-11: t=l,2, . . . . j-l), 
(Mod2(_0+ (s)((f-l)j-1). 
f-l .m 
Mod2(j+l)+ f-2 ((f-l)J-l) 
( ) >> 
. 
In Section 4 we make use of the sequences of this section to discuss criteria for 
embeddability of trees in lattice-graphs. For that purpose we shall need to compare 
sequences and this calls for the following definitions. Let G and G’ be two con- 
nected graphs with which are associated sequences S(G) = (so, sl, . . . , Sj, . ..) and 
S(G’) = (s&s;, . . . ,sj’, . . . ) (not necessarily of the same type), then 
S(G) = S(G’) if and only if Sj =si, j = 0, 1,2, . . . 
and 
S(G) < S(G’) if and only if S(G) # S(G’) and Sj (s$, j = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
4. Lattice-graphs as embedding spaces 
An effective characterisation of the class of graphs (or even trees) that can be em- 
bedded in a lattice-graph L, seems a difficult and, as far as we know, an open prob- 
lem. We do not offer a solution here, but as previously noted, we do use the sequences 
defined in Section 3 to define a class of trees which is of interest in the use of lattice- 
graph embedding spaces in physical theories. 
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Result 4.1. If Tis a tree that is embeddable in a lattice-graph L, then MR,(T) < RL(L). 
Proof. For each j 2 0 there is a point a(j) E T such that 
Let X denote the set of points in T which are at distance i from a(j) for all irz .?L, 
i.e., X= {XE T: d(a( j), x) = ie YL}, where d(u, u) is the distance between u and u. 
Denote by a’ and x’ the images of a(j) and x in L under the embedding of T into L. 
Then a’ and x’ are joined in L by a non-self-intersecting path of length i, d(a’, x’) = 
d(x’, a’) = i’ in L thus x’ and a’ are also joined (in L) by a path of length i’, which is 
not necessarily disjoint from the preceding path of length i. 
Thus, (i) 0 < i’s i 5 j and (ii) there is a closed path of length i + i’ in L which starts 
at a’, goes to x’, in i steps and then from x’ back to a’ in i’ steps. 
If L does not contain an odd circuit, every closed path in L has even length, thus 
in this case i and i’ have the same parity and since i’ 5 j we have i’E ,Y”. On the other 
hand, if L contains an odd circuit, i’s j requires that ie.yL. Therefore, in every 
case, if ie.7L, then i’E.TL. 
Finally, note that, since T is embeddable in L, the set X is mapped l-l into L and by 
what we have just noted the image of X is contained in the set Y = { y E L: d(a’, y) = 
iE.7”). 
Since IX/ = CltYL do(j),;, the jth entry in MRL(T), and IYI = CiE,5~ D;, where 
D(L)=(DO,D1, . . ..‘D. ,, . ..) it follows that MRL(T) <RL(L). 0 
Let T(m, f) denote the set of f-trees with diameter m and let L be a q-regular 
lattice-graph with f <q. Furthermore, let .?(m,f) denote the subset of trees 
TE T(m, f) for which MR,(T) <R,(L) and let TL(m, f) denote the subset of T(m, f) 
consisting of those trees that are embeddable in L. By Result 4.1, we have the fol- 
lowing inclusion relations: 
TL(m, f) C .Wn, f) C T(m, f). 
The equality between sets Tr(m, f) and r(m,f), unfortunately, does not hold 
except for small m. Thus we can exhibit trees T for which MRL(T) cRL(L) but 
which are not embeddable in L. For example, consider the square lattice-graph S 
and the tree T shown in Fig. 1. Then T has the Maximum Reach sequence 
Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. 
MRs(T) = (1,4, (8,9)“). Since Rs(S) = (1,4,8,16,24,36, . . .) we have that M&(T) < 
&(S), however T cannot be embedded in S as is clear from Fig. 2. 
In spite of this lack of equality between TL(m, f) and .?(m, f), the set Y(m, f) pro- 
vides considerable advantages over the use of the set T(m, f) in physical theories in 
that the former eliminates from consideration most of the trees that cannot be em- 
bedded in L in the following sense. 
Result 4.2. For the lattice-graphs L of Table 1, we have the following asymptotic 
behavior, in the limit m + 03, for constants ai, bi, Ci; i = 0, 1,2: 
1 T(m, f) I - a0 exp [al exp(a2m)l 
l.Wn, f) I- bo em Lb Imbz] and ITL(m, f)l-coexp[c,mC*]. 
Thus, our interest in the set F(m, f) stems from the fact that its cardinality 
exhibits an asymptotic divergence (with m) comparable with that of /TL(m, f)] and 
very much weaker than that of IT(m, f)l. However, because lY(m, f)l does exceed 
IT,-(m, f)l we draw attention to a result of Schwenk [21] which states that for any 
specified limb, almost every (sufficiently large order but otherwise unrestricted) tree 
has that limb. Analogous asymptotic results of this type for trees which have re- 
stricted degree and have fixed diameter rather than fixed number of points, i.e., for 
the trees in T(m, f), and for those in Y(m, f), which are further restricted by the 
M&(7’) sequence condition, could be useful in assigning values to the constants in 
Result 4.2. 
Pending a complete solution to the problem of determining the subtrees of a 
lattice-graph, we call the set of all trees T that satisfy the condition Ml?,(T) <Z?,(L) 
the set of almost-embeddable trees for the q-regular lattice-graph L. This set is 
denoted .7(L) and clearly, 
v TL(m, 4) 5.765) = v ~Cm, 4). 
The criterion of almost-embeddability is one that should be easy to implement in 
the statistical mechanics of molecular trees and in techniques (like cascade theory 
[14,15]) which compute distributions of molecular trees as a model for polymeric 
molecular systems. It is further asserted that those members of .7(L) which are not 
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embeddable in L represent infringements of lattice-graph embedding constraints 
which are not so serious from most chemical points of view. They fall, in general, 
within the scope of what chemists would find acceptable when interpreted as minor 
relaxations of an embedding space imperfectly represented by a lattice-graph. It is in 
this sense that Gordon, Torkington, and Ross-Murphy [16] reinterpret the oc- 
curence of self-intersections among random walks on lattice-graphs in a model used 
to study ‘conformational’ features of long chain (polymeric) molecules. 
Proof of Result 4.2. The number IT(m, f)l of f-trees of diameter m was obtained by 
Gordon and Kennedy [ 111, thus 
IT(2r,f)I - ($(r))f/f! when m=2r [ll;eq.40,41], 
and 
IT@- 1, f)l - (tf(r)2/2 when m =2r- 1 [ll;eq.43], 
where tf(‘) is the number of planted f-trees of root diameter . Since by [ll; eqs. 36, 
31,381 
(f- 1)’ 
tfw-(f-w’(f-2) 
for some small z, it follows that 
T(m, f) - QO w [a~ em Gw)l 
for constants ao, aI, and a2 where 
ao = 
1 
(f-l). lf’(fm2)/f! when m is even, 
(f_ 1) ! 2/L- a/2 when m is odd, 
al = In { tf(z)/(f- l)! I’(fm2)} and a2 = +ln(f- 1). 
The number ITL(m, f)l of f-trees with diameter m which can be embedded in L (or 
equally, the number of distinct f-subtrees of L with diameter m) is not known. We 
offer a method from which its asymptotic behaviour (for large m) can be estimated. 
First, let D,(L) = (Do, D1, . . . , 0,) be the d-degree sequence for L truncated after the 
rth term. Let V, be the set of points whose distance from some fixed point in L is <r. 
Clearly, for lattice-graphs of Table 1 
for constants k and k’. In particular, k’= 2 or 3. 
The number of points, n, in any tree TE TL(m, f) is bounded thus: 
rn+llnl i Dj-krk (where m = 2r); 
J=o 
because a tree of diameter m must have at least m + 1 points, and no tree embeddable 
in L may have more points than are contained in V, (see above). Therefore, if I,(n) is 
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the number of f-trees on n points, an estimate for the number of trees in TL(m, f) is: 
IT,(mf)l -,Jl, If(n). 
From [12] 
If(n) - Ac”~B” 
for constants A and B. Thus, 
]T&rz, f)l - (const.) 7 ‘5 B” - co exp [c,m’*] 
n=2r+l 
for constants co, cl, c2 and where cz is either 2 or 3 for the lattice-graphs listed in 
Table 1. 
The set Y(m, f) of f-trees of diameter m for which M&(T) < RL(L), consists of 
trees T whose order n is similarly bounded as the f-trees in TL(m, f). Consequently, 
IY(m,f)] has the same asymptotic form (up to constants) for large m as has 
IT,(mf)l. 0 
5. Extremal f-trees in lattice graphs 
Let L denote a q-regular lattice-graph with d-degree sequence D(L) = (Do, D1, . . . , 
Dj, . . . ) and let .Y(L) denote the set of almost-embeddable trees in L. 
Clearly, the unique minimal order tree in Y(L) having diameter m is the path of 
length m and this path is embeddable in L. 
Turning to maximal order trees in ,7(L), let P denote a point of L and y(P) the set 
of points of L whose distance from P is not greater thanj. If G(y(P)) is the induced 
subgraph of L having point set Q(P), then it is straightforward to construct a span- 
ning subtree of G(l$(P)) having center P and diameter m = 2j. Similarly, let (P, Q) 
denote a line of L and k$(P, Q) the set of points of L whose distance from (P, Q) is 
not greater than j; that is Vj(P, Q) = c(P) U c(Q). Again, if G(l$(P, Q)) is the in- 
duced subgraph of L having point set y(P, Q), then there exists a spanning subtree 
of G( q(P, Q)) having bicenter (P, Q) and diameter m = 2j + 1. The above spanning 
trees are clearly in .7(L) since they are embeddable in L (Result 4.1). Furthermore, if 
T is in Y(L) and T has diameter m, then ITI I 15(P)\ if m =2j and [T( I (Q(P, Q)I if 
m = 2j + 1. These observations yield the following result. 
Result 5.1. There are maximal order trees in Y(L) of diameter m = 2j and m = 2j + 1, 
respectively, which are also embeddable in L and which have T(m) points where 
T(2j) =i$O Di and T(2j+ 1) = T(2j)+F(j) 
whereD(L)=(Do,D1 ,..., Dj _... ) and F( j) is the number of points in L which are at 
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distance j from a point P in L and at a distance j + 1 from a point Q adjacent to P. 
Proof. It is clear that T(2j) = ly(P)l = C:=, 0;. In order to compute T(2j + 1) = 
1 v(P, Q)I we introduce F(j) as defined in the statement of the result. Now note that 
y(P, Q) consists of (i) the points in L whose distance from Q is not greater than j (a 
set which includes all points of L whose distance from P is not greater than j - 1 and 
those points at distance j from both of P and Q); and (ii) those points which are at 
distance j from P and at distance j+ 1 from Q. Thus, 
Result 5.2. F(j) = Dj - F( j- 1) -E(j), where E(j) is the number of points in L 
which are at distance j from both P and Q, adjacent points in L. For the triangular 
lattice-graph, E(j) =2j (j = 1,2, . ..). For all other lattice graphs in Table 1, E(j) = 0 
for all j. 
Proof. Since F(j- 1) is, by symmetry of P and Q in L, equal to the number of 
points in L which are at distance j- 1 from Q and distance j from P we obtain the 
equality Dj = F( j) + F( j - 1) + E( j). 
For the triangular lattice-graph E(j) = 2j is easily verified by inspection. Since for 
each other lattice-graph in Table 1, every cycle that contains P and Q has even 
length, we have that none of these lattice-graphs contain a point which is at the same 
distance from both P and Q. Thus, E(j) = 0 in these cases. 0 
Values of T(2j), F(j) and T(2j+ 1) for the lattice-graphs of Table 1 are given in 
Table 2. 
Construction of the maximal order spanning tree of G(F(P)) as indicated in the 
observations preceding Result 5.1, can be refined to yield the following result. 
Table 2 
Values for T(2j), F(j) and T(2j+ 1) for lattice-graphs of Table 1 
4 Lattice-graph T(2j) F(j) T(2j+ 1) 
2 Infinite path 2j+l 1 W+ 1) 
3 Hexagonal l+:j(j+l) )(3j+2) +(3j2+6j+4) 
4 Square 1+2j(j+l) 2j+ 1 2(j+ 1)2 
4 Diamond T(2j)=A(10j3+15j2+26j+12-3 Mod*(j)) 
F(j)=+(5j2+6j+4-(2j+l)Mpdl(j)) 
T(2j+l)=+(5j3+15j2+22j+12-3(j+l)Modz(j)) 
6 Triangular 1+3j(j+l) 2j+l (j+ 1)(3j+2) 
6 Cubic l++j(j+1)(4j+3) 1+2j(j+l) 2+fj(j+1)(4j+9) 
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Result 5.3. For a given lattice-graph L: There are trees T which are embeddable in L, 
have diameter 2j, maximal order T(2j), and such that for the center c E T, D(T,) = 
(dco,dcl, ***,dcj, *** ), where dcj = Dj E D(L). An analogous statement holds for odd 
diameter trees and their bicenters. 
Although such ‘space filling’ trees are special, Result 5.3 does provide a limitation 
on the maximum stepwise rate of growth about a point of a tree which is embeddable 
in L. Note that a tree may at first grow slowly about a point a E T, and then reach a 
level j such that daj > Dj E D(L) and still be embeddable in L. This is representative 
of the general case and indicates the need to work with R,(L) (rather than e.g. D(L)) 
when considering embeddability of trees in L. 
The preceding discussion suggests some questions pertaining to the lattice-sub- 
graphs G(I$((P)) and G(I$(P, Q)). 
Question 1. What is the maximum diameter mmax of a tree which can be embedded 
in the L-subgraphs G(I$(P)) and G(I$(P, Q)), respectively? 
Question 2. Does there always exist such a tree with diameter mmax and order 1 i$(P)I 
and 1 I$(P, Q)I , respectively? 
Question 3. If one also requires the trees to be proper f-trees, for what values of 
f sq will the value of mmax be less than the unrestricted value? 
Note that for f = 2, the above problems relate to that of determining the length of 
the longest path in the specified L-subgraphs. Thus, for those subgraphs which 
admit a Hamiltonian path one obtains 
m ,,,=l~(~)l-1 and m,,,=I~(~Q)l-1 
respectively. For example, the triangular lattice-subgraph G(y(P)) admits a Hamil- 
tonian path whereas this is not so for any subgraph of the square lattice-graph. 
Finally, it is worth noting that analogous questions, for non-degree-restricted trees 
were studied by Chung and Graham [4]. 
6. Some comments on maximal growth f-trees 
In Section 2 we considered extremality of f-trees unconstrained by an embedding 
space. In this section we note the limitations imposed on extremal f-trees which are 
embedded in lattice-graphs. 
It is easily seen that a minimal proper f-tree of diameter m is contained in MY if 
and only if f 5 q, where q is the degree of the lattice-graph L. Furthermore, such an 
f-tree is clearly embeddable in L. 
More interesting are the properties pertaining to maximality. Let Tf(m) denote the 
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maximal order (unconstrained) f-tree having diameter m, henceforth called a maxi- 
mal growth f-tree (see Results 2.2 and 3.1). Table 3 lists the maximum diameter m 
such that Tf(m) is embeddable in L for the lattice-graphs of Table 1. 
Note that, using Result 3.1 and the condition M&(Tf(m)) c&(L), one can deter- 
mine an upper bound for the maximum diameter realisable by a Tf(m) which can be 
embedded in any other lattice-graph L. 
Table 3 
Maximum diameters for maximal growth f-trees Tf(m) which are 
embeddable in the lattice-graph L. 
L f=3 f=4 f=5 f=6 
q=2 Path 1 1 1 1 
q = 3 Hexagonal 5 1 1 1 
q=4 Square I 3 1 1 
q = 4 Diamond 11 5 1 1 
q=6 Cubic 15 I 3 3 
q = 6 Triangular 8 4 3 2 
If a tree T is embeddable in a lattice-graph L then every subtree of T is also em- 
beddable in L; furthermore, every f-tree of diameter <rn is a subtree of the maximal 
growth tree Tf(m). Thus, Table 3 shows the values of m for which every f-tree of dia- 
meter n 5 m is embeddable in the specified lattice-graph L. For example, every 3-tree 
of diameter 5 11 is embeddable in the diamond lattice-graph. 
Finally, the entries in Table 3 define maximum diameter, maximal growth f-trees 
which are permissable as subtrees of trees (or graphs in general) that can be embed- 
ded in the lattice-graph L. 
7. Geometric embeddings in Euclidean space 
The variety of geometric embedding rules that can be devised for graphs in Eucli- 
dean q-space Eq is legion. Furthermore, the complexity of detail included in some 
embedding prescriptions often far exceeds what can be inferred from experimental 
observations as being necessary for interpretation of the underlying physical pheno- 
mena. We believe that this aspect of physical theory will be well served by a class of 
‘geometric embeddings’ whose rules can be summarised by sequences analogous to 
D(L) and the derived sequence R,(L) as used in Section 4 for lattice-graphs. To con- 
struct this so as to contain most, if not all, of the meaningful embedding constraints 
postulated for physical theories, we proceed as follows. 
Let 6 and b denote two positive real numbers. By a (S, b)-embedding of an n-point 
graph G in Eq we mean the placement of the points of G at n distinct locations in Eq 
such that no two non-adjacent points of G are closer than Euclidean distance S and 
each pair of adjacent points of G are exactly a Euclidean distance I, apart. 
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By way of illustration, if G is a molecular graph then we can interpret b as a 
weighting associated with each line of G and called by chemists ‘the bond length’, 
and interpret 6 as an ‘atomic diameter’ associated with each point of G - the so 
called minimum non-bonded interatomic distance. 
The embedding may also be viewed geometrically by associating with each point 
a E G a q-sphere of diameter 6 with center a; and constraining each line of the graph 
to be b units in length. The graph G is (6, b)-embeddable if G can be placed in E4 so 
that none of the spheres associated with non-adjacent points overlap. 
First note that if b is sufficiently large relative to 6 then every graph is (8, b)-em- 
beddable. However, this is chemically unrealistic. The characterisation of (6,b)- 
embeddable graphs in general is an open problem. Thus, as with lattice-graph spaces 
(cf. Section 4), we define a class of trees which is of practical use. First, though, we 
need to discretise the problem. Since the suggestion of a sphere packing problem is 
clear, it is perhaps not surprising that the following function achieves this. 
Let B(q; S,xj) denote the maximum number of (solid) q-spheres of diameter 6 
that can be contained in a (hollow) q-sphere of diameter Xj. In what follows we will 
let Xj = (2j+ 1)b and interpret this as the Euclidean length to be associated with a 
path on 2j lines. Analogous to the Reach sequence R,(L) we defined for a lattice- 
graph in Section 3, we define the following sequence for E4. 
R(E,;&b)=(B(q;G,b),B(q;6,3b),B(q;6,5b) ,..., B(q;&W-l)b),...). 
Now recall the Maximum Reach sequence M&(T) which was defined for a tree T 
(see Section 3). We can interpret the terms of M&(7’) as follows: The entry 
of MR,(T) 
is exactly one less than the largest order among all subtrees of T having diameter 
12j. It follows that if T is (S, b)-embeddable in E4, then 
Sj+l IB(q;6,(2j+l), (jrl). 
Consequently, define: 
M&(T) = M&(T) + (9 (1)“) 
and we can easily state the analogue to Result 4.1. 
Result 7.1. If T is a tree that is (S, b)-embeddable in E4, then MRE(T) <R(E,; 6, b). 
Unfortunately, the analogy to Section 4 continues in that it is possible for a tree T 
to satisfy the inequality and yet not be (S, b)-embeddable in E4. For example, con- 
sider the tree T of Fig. 3. 
It is easily seen that MRn(T)=(1,7,(12)“) and R(E2;6,6)=(1,7,19, . ..). Thus, 
MR,(T)<R(E,;G, 6). However, T is not (c&b)-embeddable in E2, as is seen by 
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Fig. 3. 
noting that the adjacent points x and y have a total of 10 adjacent points, not 
counting x and y. However, in the plane a pair of adjacent disks of diameter 6 can 
have at most 8 contiguous neighboring disks of diameter 6. 
In spite of this, and with the same justification as used in Section 4, we define a 
tree T to be almost (6, b)-embeddable in Eq if AIR&T) < R(E,; 6,b). This condition 
restricts trees to those that do not grow too rapidly in any local region and it 
generalises the basic idea that no point of T may have degree greater than 6 (respec- 
tively 12) if T is to be (6, 6)-embeddable in the plane (respectively E3), 
Except for some special cases the values of B(q; 6, (2j+ 1)b) are not known pre- 
cisely. In some recent studies of related problems [ 1,2,3] we have obtained improved 
bounds for B(q; 6, kb) for b = 6, k = 1,2,3, . . . and q = 2,3,4, . . . (see [2]). Using these 
bounds and the concept of almost (S, b)-embeddability useful results can be 
obtained for the problem posed here. For example, using Result 3.1, we have deter- 
mined bounds on the maximum diameter attainable for maximal growthf-trees that 
are (8, 6)-embeddable in Eq . For 6 = b, and using values of b(q; 6, xj) taken from [2], 
we obtain Table 4. 
Table 4 
Upper bounds for maximum diameters of maximal growth f-trees Tf(m) that are (6,6)-embeddable in E4. 
4 f=3 f=4 f=5 f=6 f=l f=8 f=9 f=lO 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 9 5 3 3 1 1 1 1 
3 19 11 I 5 5 3 3 3 
4 33 17 13 9 9 7 7 7 
5 47 25 17 15 13 11 9 9 
6 61 33 23 19 17 15 13 11 
I 15 41 29 25 21 19 17 15 
8. Some concluding remarks 
We have considered here the extremality of f-trees when they are constrained by 
embedding either in lattice-graphs or in Euclidean spaces. In chemistry such con- 
straints appear in the form of postulates concerning the minimal energy which can 
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be attained by certain connectivity patterns of atoms in space, often termed ‘steric ef- 
fects’ (see e.g. [22]) and about which considerable confusion has been generated (see 
e.g. [5]). This has been noted elsewhere [lo, see p. 5011. The source of the confusion 
is clear, physical theories abound with inadequate, intuitive statements concerning 
the embedding rules to which essentially graph-like molecules are subject. Further- 
more, the rules are injected at various stages in the development of a theory with 
little regard either their necessity in interpreting the underlying physical phenomena 
or their consistency with other parts of the theory. 
We have suggested here that embedding rules for molecular graphs can be usefully 
summarized in a Reach sequence R(X) for the embedding space X (which may be a 
lattice-graph, Sections 4-6, or a Euclidean q-space, Section 7). Such an approach 
offers not only a concise summary of the nature of any postulated embedding space, 
but also, by refraining from the introduction of further ad hoc rules, a means of en- 
suring that a physical theory remains self-consistent with respect to its embedding 
space requirements. The sequence R(X) itself then suggests the criterion by which to 
define a class of graphs which are compatible with the embedding space X. Namely, 
those graphs whose Maximum Reach sequence is less than or equal to R(X). 
For some embedding spaces, we have considered such classes of f-trees in detail. 
If we look more closely at the case f = 4 (Ctrees) we are now able to recognise that 
the well known existence [23] of stable alkanes, corresponding to maximal growth 
4-trees T,(m) of diameter m 5 5, in fact excludes the infinite path, hexagonal and 
square lattice-graphs (see Table 3) and El as suitable embedding spaces for theories 
dealing with this class of molecules. Although no reports can be found for the 
C1,HX6 alkane corresponding to T,(6), if this also were shown to be stable then, in 
addition, the diamond and triangular lattice-graphs must be discarded as suitable 
embedding spaces along with (S, &-embedding in E2. If we look at this another way; 
based on the evidence of maximal growth alkanes which are known to exist, there 
still remain a large variety of embedding spaces all of which may be judged equally 
suitable in which to construct molecular theories for alkanes. 
Turning now to procedures which, like the cascade theory in polymer science [15], 
admit the existence of all possiblef-trees, then it is clear that the only compatible em- 
bedding spaces are Bethe lattice-graphs of degree zf [6; §5.7]. Although statistical 
mechanical models based on Bethe lattice-graphs are self-consistent, these models 
conflict with the chemists notion of ‘steric strain’. Thus, if, as has often been the 
case, such notions are included in a physical theory, they change the embedding 
space and consequently require that the set of all f-trees then be appropriately 
restricted. Gallacher and Windwer [9] did recognise the problem and, in a limited 
way, extended Monte Carlo methods, which had been useful in formulating statisti- 
cal mechanics for path-like molecular graphs, to include some special branched 
(tree-like) species. 
A simple attempt to embody the notion of ‘steric strain’ in a cascade process was 
made by Gordon and Parker [ 13, see p. 1931 who generated all f-trees except those 
containing the ‘high energy’ subtree comprising two adjacent points both of degree 
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f. Recall that the Reach sequences defined in this paper allow the inclusion of some 
trees having these forbidden subtrees in the set of almost-embeddable trees (see e.g. 
Fig. 3). Nevertheless, the restriction of the class of f-trees to the almost-embeddable 
set for an appropriate space still generalises and clarifies the origins of such ad hoc 
exclusions in a way that can be incorporated into the cascade theory (and other 
techniques) with reasonable facility. To secure further improvements either the 
Reach sequences can be modified or side conditions stated if specific trees are to be 
excluded. However, most non-embeddable f-trees are already excluded by the 
Reach sequence criteria defined here. With respect o these comments, note that the 
proper 6-tree of Fig. 4 does not contain two adjacent points of degree 6; is not em- 
beddable in either the triangular or cubic lattice-graphs and is not (&a)-embeddable 
in the plane. It, and any tree containing it as a subgraph, are also excluded from the 
set of almost embeddable 6-trees for each of these spaces. 
Fig. 4. 
There is no doubt that criteria for embeddability of graphs in lattice-graphs will 
eventually be found to improve on our almost-embeddable set concept. Clearly, 
more complex requirements could be introduced into the specification of geometric 
embeddings in Euclidean q-space, although most of these would certainly require 
far more justification than is available for their inclusion to be meaningful in terms 
of physical and chemical theory. Finally, the work here will need to be extended to 
classes of graphs other than f-trees of diameter m. 
There are philosophical implications of our work. Physical theory claims only to 
construct models that mirror some of the features of observable phenomena. There 
are two objectives for which such constructions should aim: (i) ensure that the 
models are at least self-consistent; (ii) clarify the roles played by the various parts 
that make up the model. The confusion that can arise by neglect of these objectives 
is widespread and has contributed much to arguments about such futile questions as 
“What is the real nature of molecules?” or “What if the real nature of space?” 
about which little should be said and nothing can be known. As Einstein said [24]: 
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“ 
. . . time and space are modes by which we live 
not conditions in which we live . . . ” 
Our hope is that the results presented here will at least encourage some thought 
about the role played by embedding spaces in physical theory. 
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